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MARTA  KRZEŚLAK 
   
     I build kinetic spatial installations using found objects, small motors, video and collage. 
Interested in the possibility of evoking memories through remembered and imagined landsca-
pes, I believe in their causality by taking them to the absurd. Experimenting with scale, kitsch 
aesthetics and pop culture objects, I work with decisions already made - objects that have been 
discarded or subjects that have become iconic. By putting my work in motion, I deny one way of 
interpretation and ask questions about the changing point of reference in the universe. 

http://www.martakrzeslak.com
http://www.martakrzeslak.com


MOVING THINGS (solo show) / 2021 / kinetic objects

   In the main hall, three mechanisms flicker in the light and make quiet sounds. Two of 
them are vortices — openwork objects revolving around their own axis — while the third, 
circular one, travels along the hall, referring to the daily path of the sun in the sky. Cycli-
city and rotational movement as a universal force governing the world and the universe 
inspire the artist. The constant circulation of matter emphasises the use of found materials 
in the constructions. By juxtaposing them, the author does not avoid kitsch; she accentu-
ates the ‘garage’ quality and the rawness of the creation. FULL TEXT

Moving Things 
Zachęta National Gallery Project Room / Warsaw, PL
10.12.2021 - 20.02.2022
curator: Monika Kopczewska 
photo: Anna Zagrodzka 
VIDEO DOCUMENTATION

VIDEOVIDEO

https://zacheta.art.pl/en/wystawy/marta-krzeslak-moving-things?setlang=1
https://vimeo.com/676230586
https://www.instagram.com/p/CXbRcALoFDV/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CYopmDbICFW/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


VIDEO

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CZ4FIQOoaxB/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


MOVING THINGS / 2021 / video / 6’58’’ 

 The looped poetic narrative gradually changes perspective from the scale of the universe, through the desert, to 
the artist’s home. Then her multiplied silhouette becomes a stellar constellation, to finally turn out to be the morning 
dew. The projection is accompanied by a soundtrack topped, perversely, by the song ‘My Heart Will Go On’. The film 
can be interpreted in many ways: symbolically, pop-culturally, nostalgically or purely aesthetically.

VIDEO MOVING THINGS

https://vimeo.com/668141675


HOME ON A WINDY NIGHT (solo show) / 2021 / video, moving lamps, arduino 

   The gallery space is a two-room apartment from the early 20th century. In one of the rooms 
I project a video of a semi-absurd dream. The projection takes up the entire wall, looking 
through the windows from outside it seems to be a passage to another dimension. The 
video is accompanied by a mix of songs from the 90s processed in post-production. The cli-
max of the video is a progressively louder fragment of the song All by myself combined with 
a randomly edited image of a girl galloping on a horse. The girl’s dress flashes changing co-
lors, the lights in the room blink reacting to the high notes in the song throwing sparkles to 
illuminate the room and towards the end the lamps begin to move with the spinning dress. 
After 9 minutes, the song quiets down, the video and lamps turn off, the room lights up.

Home on a windy night 
Portret Studio Gallery / Lodz, PL
13.11-10.12.2021
curator: Maciej Łuczak
VIDEO DOCUMENTATION
VIDEO HOME ON A WINDY NIGHT

https://www.instagram.com/p/CXwW1jzIr5s/
https://vimeo.com/671059214




COMPOSITION ON WIND AND SUN / 2021 / outdoor installation

I hang objects found in the garage, garden and studio over the backyard. Moved by the wind, they make sounds and reflect the sun’s rays

A composition on wind and sun

Wola Art Centre / Warsaw, PL
14.07-14.10.2021

curator: Ignacy Hryniewicz 
VIDEO DOCUMENTATION

https://vimeo.com/676411912


VIEW FROM AFAR / 2022 / umbrella, motor, 3D postcards

One’s perception which changes under the influence of accumulated feelings, emotions 
and experiences. In the oneiric and unreal convention we find an intimate vantage point 
from which we can see all the emotional baggage, shimmering like 3D postcards.

View from afar 
Hestia Artistic Journey Pavilon / Warsaw, PL
15.01-06.03.2022
curator: Maja Wolniewska
VIDEO DOCUMENTATION 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CZeQy5qrgWV/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


AYAAOEHO (solo show) / 2021 / kinetic objects, motors, blurred video

   The gallery space is a five-room basement of a 13th century tenement house. Convoluted 
exhibition space is a kind of a landscape produced from found objects and waste materials. 
The environment is interactive, the sculptures are moving and making sounds, reacting on a 
person entering the space. Each object has its own choreography. In the main room I placed 
a blurred video projection of me dancing in my living room. 

   It is a cry, or a call. A chorus of a catchy song, or a kind of yodeling. A game that enables 
checking an acoustics of a space as well as a form of communication between hilltops. 
A neo- tribal ringtone darting through a jungle. Forwards and backwards through space. 
Along and across the old and the new temporality. Like a worm burrowing a spatio-tempo-
ral tunnel in an apple’s body. It cuts through the woods and the sea, soaks into breakwaters 
and rubs against roadside poles, bounces off mountains and falls off cliffs. Returns. The 
voice transforms. Turns into an abstract reverberation. It lasts, but to have it pegged, you 
would be hard-pressed. It’s ringing in your ears. FULL TEXT

Ayaaoeho 
Szara Kamienica Gallery / Cracow, PL
18.02-15.05.2021
curator: Ania Batko 
photo: Paweł Wyląg
VIDEO DOCUMENTATION 

VIDEO

http://www.martakrzeslak.com/ayaaoeho.html
https://vimeo.com/513566304
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMMimGtHzfe/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


VIDEO VIDEO

VIDEO

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMMimGtHzfe/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLv-j09nIna/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLv-j09nIna/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


VIDEO

MOBILE STRUCTURE AND FLOATING PLANETARIUM 
/ 2020 / recycling installations  

   The structures were created in response to the need to find enclaves and spaces that 
challenge the traditional way of being in space. Their simple designs provide a kind of DIY 
manual: they show us how we can build our own alternative space. They are the prototypes 
of objects that allow us to travel and spend time / be in nature and combine both public 
and private spaces. They utilise wooden domes, hand-sewn tents, and forms inspired by 
vernacular and nomadic architecture. It is important to design them during the construction 
process, using readily available materials and acting without prior assumptions or a specific 
plan, so the forms do not become determined by a need for control. The structures are con-
structed from found, recyclable objects such as those found in the museum’s warehouses: 
leftovers from previous exhibitions or reusable materials. FULL TEXT

Mobile structure, Floating planetarium 
(group show) Something in common at
Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw
02.10.2020-13.01.2021
curators: Natalia Sielewicz, Tomasz Fudala
VIDEO DOCUMENTATION 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLv-j09nIna/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://wwb12.artmuseum.pl/en/prace/konstrukcja-mobilna
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CKFHQs6nG1g/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


MEET FACTORY (residency stay) / 2019 / recycling metal, kinetic objects

An ambient landscape made of the collection of metal objects which I found on the scrap 
yard. Each of the objects has its own character and ability, its own conditions and different 
scale. Some of them are in the hurricane, some are just sending the light in to the space. 
From the objects that I can find I construct a story, hard to say if very nostalgic and apo-
calyptic or playful and vivid. Mini stardust maker made of glitter or high palm tree that finally 
crushes the ground, made of all the metal sticks I could find, satellite that is ready to catch 
all the desires, made of rainbow gift paper, night lamp that became the space ship. It is a 
cosmos of found objects and found sounds. 
I use small motors and accumulators to make an installation working – spinning, trembling, 
blinking, falling. 
It is important for me that the viewer will be walking around those object and be able to 
observe the phenomena that are happening with them. Some ofcourse would be visible on 
the first sight, but some will be there to be found after some time spend in the space. Like 
in the real environmental situation. 

Meet Factory
Prague, CZ
1.10-30.11.2019
curator: Piotr Sikora
VIDEO DOCUMENTATION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPaFXDv9cfQ


STARS CRY (solo show) / 2019 / multimedia installation

   The heavy, and yet fugitive, beauty of the Perseids, which can be ob-
served away from the city and the glow of urban lights, creates an extra-
ordinary climate. They are best observed in a lying position; after fifteen 
minutes the eyes adjust to darkness and start taking the spectacle in. A 
nostalgic flash, magical, beautiful in the entire horror of these saccharine 
words. But we could not be more wrong, since the mawkish situation may 
transform into Cassandra’s prophecy from one moment to the next. The 
moment when the stars begin to lament while ruminating on their memo-
ries. However, the crying that we may admire is a lament from a few years 
ago. These are tears of memories. We will also probably leave a lasting 
memory, when our civilisation has vanished like a supernova explosion. 
   Marta Krześlak’s installation Stars Cry is a bitter-sweet tale about our-
selves. Krześlak develops this piercingly sad story tapping into affective, 
atmospheric, nostalgic emotions coded in our memory. The artist digs de-
eper into the moments of rapture – immensely grotesque in their visual 
appeal. Welcome to the predicted distant future. A dream** takes you into 
a parallel world where the only witness is the light of a night lamp standing 
by the bed. FULL TEXT

Stars Cry 
Gdansk City Gallery / Gdansk, PL
1.08-14.09.2019
curator: Gabriela Warzycka-Tutak
photo: Bartosz Górka
VIDEO DOCUMENTATION 
SOUND

https://www.ggm.gda.pl/en,0,0,2131,Marta_Krzeslak_STARS_CRY,0,0,index.php
https://vimeo.com/362411718
https://soundcloud.com/marta-krze-lak/stars-cry




PARTY AT THE ARTISTS’ CLUB (solo show) / 2019 / scenograpy, costume party  

   Party at the Artists’ Club takes the form of party decorations based on the motif of a coral reef on the bottom of the ocean. The point of depar-
ture for this exhibition was my encounter with the work of visual artists working in the communist Poland. I invited Maciej Jasiński, author of stage 
designs for televised galas and numerous festivals in the communist Poland, including the Kołobrzeg Festival of Soldiers’ Song, as well as Bogdan 
Mozer, who designed sets for the cult movie from the 1980s, The Academy of Mr. Kleks. 
   The opening of the exhibition took the form of an eponymous party in the scenery designed and hand-made by me in collaboration with the 
invited visual artists. Admission to the party was free and and festivities last until three in the morning. Aquatic outfits were obligatory. FULL INFO

Party at the Artists’ club 
Contemporary Art Centre 

Ujazdowski Castle / Warsaw, PL
27.03-05.05.2019

curator: Marcin Polak
photo: Maciej Landsberg

VIDEO DOCUMENTATION 
OPENING NIGHT VIDEO

https://u-jazdowski.pl/en/programme/project-room/marta-krzeslak
https://vimeo.com/334860706
https://vimeo.com/329766032




RUINS OF MY DREAMS (solo show) / 2018 / bouncy castle, audio

   The ruins of my dreams are an unnecessary object turned into a sentimental landscape. I try to to detach it from its 
remembered utility and give it a poetic function. I am interested in the aesthetics of plastic, inflatable castles and the ab-
surdity of their indestructibility. I inflate a huge found castle like a fantastic dream and I invite you to walk on its surface.
The waving giant is accompanied by pop, love songs from the 90s, sung sung by me and processed in post-production.

Ruins of my dreams 
Labirynt Gallery, Lublin, PL

27.06.-29.06.2018
Master diploma

photo: Wojciech Bibel
VIDEO DOCUMENTATION  

SOUND 

https://vimeo.com/384008386
https://soundcloud.com/marta-krze-lak/ruins-of-my-dreams




CORAL REEF / 2017 / 20m outdoor recycling installation

   When a block of foam is foamed at the factory, it undergoes a change in weight, and it is necessary to change the 
color in order to keep the properties of the material recognizable. The portion of the foam block that is created during 
the change is not industrially usable.  I recovered the waste from a foam factory in Lodz, Poland, and arranged it into an 
abstract form, creating organic growth in the building’s walkway.

Coral reef
Freedom Sqare, Lodz, PL

04.12.2017-03.03.2018
curator: Michał Bieżyński

VIDEO DOCUMENTATION  

https://vimeo.com/281126882


A SPATIAL COMPOSITION / 2017 / video / 5’35’

   The video is a recording of spontaneous activity in the space of my 
garage. I detach the objects I find inside from their usual function, 
which makes them stand out in the everyday reality remembered by 
the recipient. . Items travel through the garage moved by the opening 
and closing of the garage door.
VIDEO

https://vimeo.com/209830246


CV

EDUCATION 

- 2018 – 2021 – PhD candidate, Academy of Fine Arts in Cracow, Intermedia 
(coursework finished in June 2021)
- 2013 - 2018 - Strzeminski Academy of Fine Arts in Lodz, Painting and Graphic 
(Master of Art in June 2018)
- 2016 - 2017 - Warsaw Academy of Art, New Media Art 
- 2017 - 2018 - École nationale supérieure des beaux-arts de Lyon, Art 

AWARDS

- Project Room, nomination, Centre of Contemporary Art in Warsaw, 2020
- First Prize, Grey Foundation Competition, Grey House Gallery, Cracow, 2018
- Grand Prix, Młode Wilki Festival, Szczecin, 2018
- Award of Gdansk President, The Esteemed Graduates of Academies of Fine Arts, Gdansk, 2018
- First Prize in Strzeminski Contest of Fine Arts, Lodz, 2017

SCHOLARSHIPS

- Ministry of Science and Higher Education, 2020-2023
- I-Portunus, Goethe Institut, 2019
- Ministry of Culture and National Heritage, 2018
- Marshal of Lodz Artistic Scholarship, 2018

RESIDENCES

- Meet Factory, Prague, October-November 2019
- Kooshk Residency, Teheran, December 2018
- HFBK Dresden, April 2015

PUBLIC COLLECTIONS

- Museum of Art in Lodz, purchased in 2020

EXHIBITIONS
SOLO

2022
- View from afar, Hesia Artistic Journey Pawilon, Warsaw, 15.01-06.03.2022
- Moving Things, Zachęta Project Room, Warsaw, 10.12.-20.02.2022 
2021
- Home on a windy night, Pracownia Portretu, Lodz, 13.11.-20.12.2021
- Composition for wind and sun, Wola Cultural Center, Warsaw, 14.07.-14.10.2021 – outdoor 
installation
- Fallen Star, 6 dzielnica, Lodz, 24.06.-07.07.2021 – outdoor intervention
- Ajaaoeho, Grey House Foundation, Cracow, 18.02.2021-16.04.2021 
2020
- Aurora, Spectra Art Space - Starak Family Foundation, Warsaw, 18.09-09.10.2020

- Dust settles, soaps slip, Jedna Druga Gallery, Szczecin, 04.03-20.04.2020 (with Anna Reutinger)
2019
- Stars cry, Gdansk City Gallery, Gdansk, 01.06.-14.09.2019 
- Lagoon, Groszowe Sprawy & Biennale Warszawa, 01.-02.06.2019
- Garage sketches, Temporary Parapet, Bratislava, 24.05.-14.06.2019
- Party in the Artist Club, Center of Contemporary Art, Warsaw, 28.03.-05.05.2019 
- Fairy Tales, Industra Art Space, Brno, 06.03.-04.04.2019
2018
- Video Program, Hiroshima City Museum of Contemporary Art, Japan, 04.12.2018-31.03.2019
- Ruins of my dreams, Czynna Gallery, Lodz, 06.2018
- Summer was like a dream, Lodz City Gallery, Lodz, 06.2018 
2017
- It is high time, Pracownia Duzy Pokój, Warsaw, 02.2017

COLLECTIVE (selected)

2021
- Open Studio, Stop Flying Stan Studio, Brussels
2020
- Warsaw under construction – Something in common, Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw 
- Time and Foam, Cracow Art Week
- Survival Art Festival, Wroclaw
- Long and boring drawing, WY Gallery, FB online 
- Lets make a deal, Gdansk City Gallery
2019
- Honey we made Charnobyl, Unsound Festival, Henryk Gallery, Cracow
- Reconsider walls, High galery, Warsaw
- From The Belly Of A Circle Comes Out A Square, Matca Art Space, Cluj-Nepoka
- Obrzeza i bocznice, 18A Gallery, Warsaw
- Borders of immateriality, Fabryka Sztuki, Lodz
- A- kumulacje, Biennle Kalisz
- Prime time, Best Diploma Exhibition, Academy of Fine Arts, Lodz
2018
- Gradient, Grey House Fundation
- Fresh Blood, Socato Gallery
- Best Graduation Diploma, Gdansk 
- M3, Wschodnia Gallery, Lodz
- A la Flamande, Propaganda Gallery, Warsaw
- Relaxation music, WY Gallery, Lodz
2017
- Jak jest, Labirynt Gallery, Lublin
- War, 47 Fama Festival, Świnoujście
- Changes in perspective - The 16th Hestia Artistic Journey, Museum of Modern Art, Warsaw
- Nothing is happening, Instytut Fotografii Fort, Warsaw 
- WRO Media Art Biennale, Centrum Sztuki Wro, Wrocław
2016
- (Nie)obecność, Labirynt Gallery, Lublin
- Second hand, Wschodnia Gallery, Lodz
- Incidence angle ≠ Reflection angle, Museum of Art Lodz and Academy of Art, Lodz
2015
- Vilnius Academy of Arts Professor Emeritus Drawing Contest Exhibition, Vilnus
- The war is over, not for everyone”, Institute of National Remembrance, Warsaw
- Drezno/Łódź Schools of Art, HfBK, Drezden


